Honor Code debated as January renewal approaches

By DAVID KINNEY
Associate News Editor

Several dorms lost emergency lighting during a power outage on the Notre Dame campus Friday night, creating a number of problems for hall residents. The campus lost power seven or eight nights throughout the afternoon and evening, according to Tony Baldiotti, watch engineer at the Notre Dame power plant. Electricity failed completely around 8:30 p.m., and power company servicemen worked throughout the night to restore power completely by 6 a.m. Saturday morning.

The outage was caused by strong winds that knocked down power lines and blew tree limbs onto electric lines along Douglas Road. Electricity from the Indiana Michigan Power Company, from which the campus gets 65 to 70 percent of its electricity, was disconnected.

Other areas in South Bend were also affected by the outage, according to Baldiotti.

Most dorms tried to operate normally, including extra staff, distributing candles and conducting frequent sweeps of the buildings to ensure safety and security of the residents.

The efforts of Grace and Morris (not her real name) is not trying to make a "big political statement" by not signing the code agreement, she said, but disagrees with the code.

"They always tell you 'read the fine print.' Well, not only should you read it, you should understand it," she commented at an open forum the Academic Code of Honor Committee held last month to get student opinion on the honor code. Morris was one of two students attending.

Grants to ND/SMC aids postdoctorate program

By NICOLE MCGRATH
News Writer

Saint Mary's and Notre Dame are among 26 colleges across the nation benefiting from a $568,000 grant from the Lily Endowment which will fund a program designed to prepare postdoctorate students for teaching at religious universities.

Keith Egan, Saint Mary's chair of religious studies, and Calli Mannell, SMC chair of humanities studies, represented the college at a conference on the program at Valparaiso University on Oct. 11-13. Theology Professors Lawrence Cunningham and Father Thomas O'Meara represented ND.

The Lily Fellows Program will provide young postdoctorate students with a setting in which they could prepare for becoming professors at a religious institution.

"We're going to be the next generation committed to passing on the values?" asked Cunningham. The program was designed to help attract students to religiously-oriented colleges in order to carry on these values, he said.

The three goals of the program are:

• To set up a network of colleges and universities across the nation interested in attracting qualified and dedicated students, said Egan.
• To create a two-year postdoctoral fellowships for students wishing to teach at religious universities, said Egan. "If an age of careerism...we hope to show teaching as a vocation, not only a job."
• According to Egan, the two-year program would test and see LILY / page 6

ND left in the dark with power outage

By MARY DIVIS
News Writer

Phones will be ringing off the hook for about two weeks as Saint Mary's student volunteers contact alumnae and friends of the College to help raise funds to supplement the operating budget.

The phonathon is designed to bring additional revenue to the College by having students call alumnae to ask for donations, said Sarah Peterek, director of annual giving.

"It's unrestricted money raised by the college to support things like scholarships, financial aid, and library acquisitions," she said. The money raised will be added to the total goal of money collected from donations to the college this year.

The phonathon will begin Friday evening with the Notre Dame Fighting Irish game against the Nebraska Cornhuskers. The phonographers are expected to be busy with calls throughout the game.

For the 11th straight year, the phonathon will be coordinated by upperclassmen. This year's team is entirely female.

The phonathon is open to all alumnae of the College and to all friends of the College. Contributions are tax deductible.

To make a donation, call 1-800-523-4640.

Homecoming at Notre Dame

This classic car transports Father Edmund Joyce, former ND president, down Notre Dame Avenue during Friday's Homecoming Parade. Student-built floats were also included in the parade's festivities. Prizes were awarded to the best entities.

First freshman to refuse pledge

By SANDY WIEGAND
Associate News Editor

The following is a two-part series on Notre Dame's Academic Code of Honor. By SANDY WIEGAND
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The ‘Cremation of Sam McGee’–ND style

As winter’s dark days set in, all ye bunker to my grim tale of freshman year.

Notre Dame’s trails have their secret tides that would make your blood run cold. The South Bend nights have seen queer sights, but the queerest they ever did see was that dreadful night when I cremated my roommate McGee.

Now Sam McGee was from Tennessee, where the cotton blooms and blows. Why he left his home in the South to roam ‘round the Dome, God only knows.

He was always cold, but that of Gold seemed to hold him like a spell though he’d often say in his homely way, that he’d sooner live in Hell.

And one night as we lay packed tight in our blankets while it did snow, while outside the heavens scowled and some Freshmen howled in woe, he turns to me, and ‘Cap,’ says he, ‘I’ll cash in this semester, I guess. And if I do, I’m asking that you won’t refuse my last request.’

Well, he looked so low that I couldn’t say no, so he says with a sort of moan:

‘Tis this cursed cold, its got right hold ‘ill I’m chills clean through to the bone.

And he started to wade our way from class to class at the streak of dawn, but God he ghostly pail and he groveled on his way and I saw him frozen dead in Tennessee.

And by nightfall, a corpse was all that was left of Sam McGee.

I dragged his corpse (which was rather large) to the dining hall, to a cook called Marge. The dining hall door was covered in snow, so I knocked twice before Marge, openning it up, and entering I saw an oven.

Well I looked at it, and thought a bit, and looked at my frozen chum.

Then here said I, with a sudden cry, lies my crematorium!

Well I looked at it, and thought a bit, and looked at my froze chum.

The furnace roared, the flames just soared,

And by nightfall, a corpse was all that was left of Sam McGee.

I do not know how long in the snow I stood, but the stars came out.

I was sick with dread, but I bravely said, I’ll cremate my roommate McGee.

And we started on to wade our way from the icy grave that pains, so I want you to remember when you go, I’ll cremate my roommate McGee.

Shenanigans is celebrating ten years of performing at Notre Dame. The concert will include a variety of recent Broadway hits and old show tunes performed by singers, dancers, and musicians.

Winners of float contest announced

NFOTRE DAME, Ind.—Shenanigans, the University of Notre Dame’s singing and dancing ensemble, will present a free anniversary concert Nov. 8 at 9 p.m. at Washington Hall. Tickets are available at the door or in advance at the LaFayette Student Center information desk. Shenanigans is celebrating ten years of performing at Notre Dame. The concert will include a variety of recent Broadway hits and old show tunes performed by singers, dancers, and musicians.

Shenanigans presents free concert

NFOTRE DAME, Ind.—Shenanigans, the University of Notre Dame’s singing and dancing ensemble, will present a free anniversary concert Nov. 8 at 9 p.m. at Washington Hall. Tickets are available at the door or in advance at the LaFayette Student Center information desk. Shenanigans is celebrating ten years of performing at Notre Dame. The concert will include a variety of recent Broadway hits and old show tunes performed by singers, dancers, and musicians.

Following programs will focus on the University Libraries’ role in contemporary issues in information. Topics for discussion will include: censorship, ethics of information, the preservation crisis, free groups’ information dissemination, library and information resources for senior citizens, government documents, special collections and Indiana information networks.

Feeling under pressure? Upcoming exams and papers can increase your anxiety and stress levels. Counselor, an audited service of the Student Counseling Center, offers these tapes: “30-Avoid anxiety and possible ways to cope with it,” #37, “Relaxation Exercise,” and #38, “Coping with Stress,” as a way to help you relieve this pressure. Call 239-7993 and ask for the above tape numbers.
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Rowing for donations The Observer/Michael Delong Junior Mike Kovatch demonstrates rowing on an ergometer Friday in front of the Hammes Bookstore. The ND Rowing Club sponsored this event to earn money for their self-funded organization.

The Notre Dame Faculty Senate would like to set up more specific guidelines for governance of ND academic institutions, such as the Peace Institute, and to allow faculty associates more input into the process of appointing new personnel, according to the administrative affairs representative of the Senate.

Apparently there are not any real guidelines for governing the institutes because they are out of the college system, so members of the Joan B. Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies, in particular, have become accustomed to making their own decisions democratically, said Anand Pillay, professor of mathematics.

A "misunderstanding" has developed between the Peace Institute and the administration, said Pillay.

The problem came to light last year when Peace Institute Director Jack Gilligan retired and faculty associates in the institute set up a committee to decide what they wanted in replacement. "They wanted to do this in a democratic kind of fashion," said Pillay.

The institute, begun by Father Hesburgh, has gained a national reputation and members of the Peace Institute felt that the search should be national in scope and that they would have some input, according to Pillay.

Last April, while they were still discussing the issue, University Provost Timothy O'Meara appointed John Attanasio as vice president of the position, "out of the blue without consulting anybody," said Pillay.

"The faculty associates of the Peace Institute have nothing against Attanasio but are upset with the way it (the appointment) was done," said Pillay. The Peace Institute had developed democratic operations unusual for this University. The other large ND institutes, the Kellogg Institute and the Medieval Institute do not have the same level of participation, according to Pillay.

The section on institutes in the faculty manual says only that the director can be appointed by the President. There are other definitive rules on governance. In reaction to this the Faculty Senate would like to set up more specific guidelines for the institutes, according to the institutes.

They would also suggest that "associate faculty members who have certain expertise constituent that senior personnel," said Pillay.

He said "The Administration did not behave fairly and professionally. They did not give the faculty associates the professional respect which they expect. They were just totally ignored."

"It was a conflict between expectations and reality," said Pillay. He has been informed that this conflict has led to the lowering of moral on all levels, even among the graduate students and students.

Austrian to give a lecture on Mozart

Special to The Observer

Eva Badura-Skoda, a musicologist from Vienna, Austria, will speak on "The Fortepiano at the Time of Mozart: Some New Discoveries" Tuesday, Nov. 5, at 8 p.m. in the Social Hall.

Badura-Skoda is lecturing at various universities in the United States related to Mozart's piano and the history of the fortepiano (the first piano jenovin).

She includes examples of the sounds from important eighteenth-century pianos, such as the 1729 Cristofori in New York's Metropolitan Museum and the original Anton Walker fortepiano in Badura-Skoda's studio.

Badura-Skoda received the Honorary Litteris et Arbitus award from the Austrian government. She has travelled as a guest of the Austrian government in Vienna, Canada, and Germany.

For active participation at several congresses of the International Musicological Society, she travelled as a guest lecturer in more than 12 countries and appeared at the Russian Academy of Science in Moscow and the Hungarian Academy of Science in Budapest.

She has published more than 100 articles and contributed to works ranging from musical encyclopedias to a television documentary on the history of the hammerklavier. She also edited and completed the newly discovered opera "Die Rechtzeitige Cäcily" by director of alumni community service programs, was spelled incorrectly. The Observer regresses the error.

Correction

In a story in Friday's Observer, the name of Peter Raines of Spanish ceramics was spelled incorrectly. In 1986 Badura-Skoda received the Honorary Cross Litteris et Arboris award from the Austrian government. She began a musicological research project in 1989 and currently travels between Europe and the U.S. working as a freelance scholar, visiting professor, and guest lecturer.
Honor
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with simple grammar on homework assignments, because the students can't follow it. "It looks like really hindered learning," Morris said, adding that it seems pointless to come to college with high academic standards if students do not perform up to par, "so they don't learn to learn from each other.

Confusion over proctoring is probably the biggest mistake, said Morris. According to the code, "the instructor shall assume the honor code is in practice, if not in writing."

But some professors walk the classroom during tests, under the guise of "resource people," to make sure the students do not cheat, Morris said. "As long as faculty and students don't understand what it says, no matter what it says, it's not going to work," Morris said.

Although Morris said she favo­red finding a new honor code, if the code is to stay, she said, mandatory meetings for freshmen should "spill out" the code's terms. "Then ignorance is not an excuse," she said.

But the very premise of the

Phone

continued from page 1 year.
The phonathon will be held Monday through Thursday, today through Nov. 14. Peterek said the Alumnae Association's goal for the 1991-92 school year is $1.4 million. They hope the fall phonathon will raise $60,000.

The phonathon depends on student volunteers to make the calls, Peterek said. Each volunteer will give two hours of their time, either from 6 to 8 p.m. or 8 to 10 p.m.

The students given a 10-minute training session. They will be provided with a script and a list of numbers to call, she said.

Carrie Cummins, president of the Student Alumnae Association, stressed the impor­tance volunteering.

"We're really encouraging people to participate because it's important," she said. "It has a direct impact on tuition for the following year.

"For example, the Math Club will have a former math major to see how they're doing now, to see how Saint Mary's has helped them get where they are today," she said.

Cummins said that this will give the students and alumnae more of a common ground on which to talk.

"The students will be able to benefit from this information," she said. "They'll be able to find out where alumnae in their field are and to consult them by calling the Alumnae—once we become the College—they're very involved, or we are intimidating as it seems to be.

There are other incentives for volunteering, Peterek said. Each volunteer will be entered in a nightly drawing for prizes, which include coupons for local restaurants, free pizza, and two free plane tickets from the Travelmore travel agency.

The volunteers will also be provided free food each night and one free 5-minute phone for volunteering, she added.

Peters said more workers are always welcome.

Admission essay on ethics is requested

By SANDY WIEGAND

Associate News Editor

The Academic Code of Honor Committee has requested that an essay question relating to "ethical decisions" appear on Notre Dame applications for admission next year, according to Director of Admissions Kevin Rooney.

The essay "would not be an opinion of an honor code," Rooney said, but would probe values related to those the code espouses.

The proposal is still being discussed by the Department of Admissions, Rooney said, and the question has not been formulated. He refused to speculate how the committee might want the essay to be used in the evaluation of a student.

"The committee simply wants us to consider this—"we're considering it," he said.

An honor committee member first approached Rooney last May with the request for such a question, he said, and the refusal by a freshman to sign the Code of Honor pledge this year is unrelated to the request.

The department will probably decide at its annual evaluation of the application in spring whether to include such a question, Rooney said.

An honor code, then, you shouldn't neglect everyday life.

Fleming's has not been offered for volunteering, she added."
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Carrie Cummins, president of the Student Alumnae Association, stressed the impor­tance volunteering.

"We're really encouraging people to participate because it's important," she said. "It has a direct impact on tuition for the following year.

"For example, the Math Club will have a former math major to see how they're doing now, to see how Saint Mary's has helped them get where they are today," she said.

Cummins said that this will give the students and alumnae more of a common ground on which to talk.

"The students will be able to benefit from this information," she said. "They'll be able to find out where alumnae in their field are and to consult them by calling the Alumnae—once we become the College—they're very involved, or we are intimidating as it seems to be.

There are other incentives for volunteering, Peterek said. Each volunteer will be entered in a nightly drawing for prizes, which include coupons for local restaurants, free pizza, and two free plane tickets from the Travelmore travel agency.

The volunteers will also be provided free food each night and one free 5-minute phone for volunteering, she added.

Peters said more workers are always welcome.

Blackout
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Jared des Rosiers, assistant

Both Morrissey and Lyons halls discovered that emergency lights burned out around 10:30 p.m. Although neither dorm reported security incidents, several individuals bumped into fire doors in the halls and one person fell down a flight of stairs in Morrissey, according to Father Joe Ross, rector.

Rex Rakow, director of Security, said that there were no major security problems re­sulting from the power outage. Security patrols were stepped up, and the fire department in­vestigated a number of fire alarms around campus.

If you see news happening Call 239-5303 and let us know.

The Observer


determined. The Honesty Committee establishes guilt and the Honesty Committee establishes guilt and determines disciplinary action.

Producers should have the opportunity to confront a student, and if the student admits to the code violation, the professor should determine the consequences, according to Morris. Her concern is not only for the autonomy of the profes­sor, but the dignity of the stu­dent. "To bring a question to a group of peers to have them say I cheated is cruel," she said.

Coffey commented that stu­dents on the committee are there to balance it. He added that professors cannot design­ate penalty sentences because they "do not have the right to forgive or punish on behalf of the university," an idea expressed in an essay in the honor code booklet.

Another Honor Committee member, Jay Stone, said per­mitting professors to decide punish­ments would eliminate the check and balance in the system.

Morris refused to speculate what disciplinary actions she would accept before giving in and signing the pledge, and stated that she would sign it "only if they give me good rea­son.

"I doubt they're going to ex­pel me over this," she added.
Notre Dame-Xavier project looks at housing services

By ANNAMARIE ZELL
News Writer

Notre Dame students in Professor Martin Satz's urban politics class and students from Xavier University (Ia.) reported Friday on a current joint project to evaluate the extent to which the National Housing Service, a community development organization, addresses local problems in their respective communities.

Xavier and ND students reported on the progress of their projects in a colloquium last Friday. Following their reports, two panelists, Charles Prejean, visiting professor in political science, and Jennifer Warlick, Associate Dean, College of Arts and Letters, associate professor of economics, assessed the student's progress as well as suggesting possible venues for the continuation of the project.

The ND students are researching the Northeast neighborhood of South Bend, which has as its borders Napoleon St., Madison Ave., the St. Joseph river, and Twyckingham St. The Xavier students are studying the "ferret" area of New Orleans.

The local problems the students reported on included housing, education, economic development, public safety, and social problems of their respective communities. The ND students who gave presentations included Kurt Gerdenich, Stephen Peirso, Cara Branigan, Heather Kern and Jorge Vera. Todd Vitalian and Scott Aubry are also team search leaders. The Xavier students who gave presentations were Holly Hadyel, Keith Fitzman, Steven Jupiter and Alan Hanson.

In response to the student reports, Charles Prejean, a visiting professor in political science, received the impression that the N.H.S. was a good external resource acting upon the community. However, he warned the students not to forget "the people: their needs, the solution of community problems."

"The involvement of the people is essential" in solving these problems, stressed Prejean. "I am not blaming the people for their problems," he clarified.

Warlick, the second panelist, praised the students' efforts for "an excellent beginning." She suggested that the students continue their project from a comparative perspective. She noted that the students from the two different universities were examining two distinct communities with many of the same social problems.

A common factor for the two communities according to Warlick was N.H.S., and she recommended students to reflect on the crux of their efforts in the comparative evaluation of the N.H.S. Warlick urged the students to consider the goal of the N.H.S. when making their evaluation.

Foreign diplomats racking up big time parking tickets

WASHINGTON (AP) — Diplomats for some of the world's wealthiest countries routinely roll up mammoth parking fines in Washington, then thumb their noses at the city when it tries to collect them.

The Soviet Union, which is seeking aid from the United States, is by far the leader in that regard, according to a tabulation of fees issued by the city last week. But it's obvious that many others do the same.

"Obviously foreign aid is not as popular as these days," said Obey, referring to the parking defiance. "We are not too pleased to see their parking tickets are not going to end up in our coffers."

Efforts to collect parking fines this year, he clarified.

The roll of scofflaws, which includes all nations that are considered to be part of the " stalwart community" and who, in turn, compensate the United States for the trouble they bring, is by far that of Turkey, Greece, Portugal and the Philippines, the city said.

The list includes, for example, the Vatican, Israel and Egypt, the two largest beneficiaries of U.S. foreign aid, on the list. Even the Vatican owes $90.

Efforts to collect voluntary payment have fallen short, and a congressman is now threatening to cut off foreign aid to countries that fail to settle their local debts.

Rep. David Obey, D-Wis., inserted the warning in a stopgap spending bill. He is asking that the State Department withhold $4.3 million from the foreign aid budgets of countries that are delinquent in their parking fines.

The bill expired two weeks ago, a measure that extends foreign aid spending through the next fiscal year.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Diplomats for some of the world's wealthiest countries routinely roll up mammoth parking fines in Washington, then thumb their noses at the city when it tries to collect them.

The Soviet Union, which is seeking aid from the United States, is by far the leader in that regard, according to a tabulation of fees issued by the city last week. But it's obvious that many others do the same.

"Obviously foreign aid is not as popular as these days," said Obey, referring to the parking defiance. "We are not too pleased to see their parking tickets are not going to end up in our coffers."

Efforts to collect parking fines this year, he clarified.

The roll of scofflaws, which includes all nations that are considered to be part of the " stalwart community" and who, in turn, compensate the United States for the trouble they bring, is by far that of Turkey, Greece, Portugal and the Philippines, the city said.

The list includes, for example, the Vatican, Israel and Egypt, the two largest beneficiaries of U.S. foreign aid, on the list. Even the Vatican owes $90.

Efforts to collect voluntary payment have fallen short, and a congressman is now threatening to cut off foreign aid to countries that fail to settle their local debts.

Rep. David Obey, D-Wis., inserted the warning in a stopgap spending bill. He is asking that the State Department withhold $4.3 million from the foreign aid budgets of countries that are delinquent in their parking fines.

The bill expired two weeks ago, a measure that extends foreign aid spending through the next fiscal year.
Appointments to ND development positions made

 Special to The Observer

Daniel Reagan has been appointed director of development at the University of Notre Dame effective November 15, succeeding Joseph Sandman, who has resigned to become vice president for university relations and advancement at Xavier University in Cincinnati.

At the same time, David Morrissey, director of Notre Dame's Los Angeles regional development office since 1980, has been given the additional responsibilities of associate director of development.

Reagan, a 1976 graduate of the University, has been director of Notre Dame's Annual Fund since joining the development staff in 1984. In that role, he also has served as executive director of the University's Edward Frederick Sorin Society, named for Notre Dame's founder and comprising of benefactors who contribute a minimum of $1,000 annually in unrestricted gifts to the University.

During Reagan's tenure, the Annual Fund has achieved seven consecutive years of record results, both in number and value of gifts. In fiscal 1991 the Fund for the first time exceeded $11 million in gifts and placed among the most successful in the nation.

Its $12.2 million total for the year came from a record 48,000 gifts at a time when many institutions were recording declines in giving as a result of the recession. The Sorin Society in fiscal '91 enrolled more than 1,000 new members and raised a record $4.8 million.

Also under Reagan's direction, the Fund and the Sorin Society have received five national awards for program improvements and sustained excellence from the Council for the Advancement and Support of Education (CASE).

Before joining the Notre Dame staff, Reagan was associate director of development at the University of Akron. Earlier, the Lorain, Ohio, native had served as director of development at the University of Pittsburgh and director of alumni relations at the University of Notre Dame and its regional centers.

Reagan's new responsibilities reflect Notre Dame's expanding internationalization and will include increased development activities in the Pacific Rim.

Wofford faces Thornburgh in 'tossup' for Pa. Senator

HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) — Democrat Harris Wofford and Republican Dick Thornburgh campaigned across the state Sunday, hoping to sway undecided voters in the final days of a hotly contested Senate race for the U.S. Senate.

Independent polls last week showed the candidates in a dead heat, but 10 to 15 percent of those surveyed said they hadn't decided who to vote for in Tuesday's special election.

With less than a week to go, voting for the seat of the late Sen. John Heinz, killed when his airplane collided with a helicopter in April, is expected to be a close race.

Wofford, a former Notre Dame professor who has grabbed most of the state's newspaper endorsements, completed a marathon 800-mile tour by van. He painted over graffiti with youth corps volunteers in Philadelphia, milked a cow in Lebanon County, bagged groceries in Scranton and bowed in Altoona.

Wofford said he made the exhausting tour to show he'd work hard in Washington.

It is time for a senator to show this kind of all-out energy and action and commitment to do something at home," he said. "I'm going to be the most active senator that you've ever seen. My opponent is not a man of action."

Thornburgh campaigned with state Attorney General Ernie Preate and U.S. Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa. At a stop in Philadelphia near an abandoned apartment complex, Thornburgh said he favors expanding federal programs to reclaim blighted neighborhoods.

At a freeway rally outside Scranton, Thornburgh appealed for party members to bring out every possible vote.

"It's doubly important to get out the vote this year to help this ticket push it over the top," he said.

Wofford, 65, who has never run for office, trailed by 40 points at the start of the campaign against Thornburgh, a former two-term Pennsylvania governor and U.S. attorney general.

Wofford grabbed the momentum with a simple message that he wanted to fight Washington and support national health insurance, middle-income tax cuts and trade policies that protect American jobs.

"It's all based on a positive message," said Paul Begala, Wofford's campaign manager. "We are running the movement's our way and it will all come home on Election Day."

Thornburgh, who says he miscalculated the impact of what he called "a glib and simplistic" message about national health insurance, has countered that Wofford's plan would be too costly and would deny people their choice of doctors.

One of Thornburgh's latest ads says Wofford's proposal for government-run insurance is like the system in Canada, where he says "people are forced to wait in line for surgery."

Thornburgh, 59, last week proposed a 14-point plan of incentives, tax credits and other steps to expand health care and limit costs.

One of Wofford's new ads points out his background as an Army veteran, Notre Dame professor, advocate to President John F. Kennedy, co-founder of the Peace Corps and president of two universities.

Learn What Banking Has To Offer You.

Find out about trends in banking and how the economic outlook for the 1990s is likely to affect the financial services industry. And if you're interested in learning about a career with one of the country's most respected financial institutions, we'll be interested in talking with you. Representatives from Northern Trust in Chicago will visit Notre Dame on Monday, November 4. Please join us to discuss opportunities in our Commercial Lending and Trust & Financial Services Training Programs. All students are welcome. Stop by the Fouter Room, third floor of La Fortune Student Center at 7 P.M.

We look forward to meeting you.

Northern Trust Bank
The Northern Trust Company
50 South La Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60670
Affiliates are located in Arizona, California, Florida, and Texas.
Equal Opportunity Employer
Ha\n\n\nHalloween mischief

The remnants of Halloween were still visible on campus Friday afternoon. This statue outside Grace Hall reflects students' celebration of the year's haunting and mischievous holiday.

Israel holds direct, 'businesslike' negotiations with Arab neighbors

MADRID, Spain (AP) — Israelis and Palestinians on Sunday held "good, businesslike" direct talks — their first ever — and pledged to try to move on to substantive issues such as Palestinian autonomy within a few days. In another milestone, hard-line Syria overcame hesitations and opened its one-on-one meeting with Israel late Sunday night — the first talks between the arch-foes in 43 years. A Lebanese delegation also held separate talks with the Arabs.

"I think it was a good beginning," said Secretary of State James A. Baker III, who engineered the peace conference with eight Middle East states this year. He said the United States would remain deeply involved in the process.

"We intend to stay fully engaged, as fully engaged as we can and for as long as we think the parties are serious about peace. And for those reasons I think they are serious."

Following their nearly five-hour session, the Israelis and a joint Palestinian-Jordanian delegation displayed an amiable spirit, in contrast to a week of confrontational speeches and snubs last week's ceremonial opening phase of the historic Madrid talks.

Still to be settled is where the substantive negotiations will be held. In a joint statement, the two sides said they would consider about when and where to hold substantive talks, "which it is hoped will take place soon."

Palestinian leader Hanan Ashrawi later said the resumption could be in two to three weeks.

The Palestinians later said that during the meeting they had demanded a freeze on Israeli settlements in the occupied West Bank and Gaza strip. Israel has so far refused to freeze the settlement-building.

"This is a welcome day for peace," said the chief Israeli delegate, Deputy Foreign Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. "We have now an Israel that is rung with a circle of talks and we hope it will replace the circle of guns that surrounds us."

Baker, speaking of the site and timing of future meetings, said: "This is an open question."

But he called the Israeli-Palestinian meeting a "breakthrough."

He said he had no reason to expect a walkout by Syria or any of the other parties. "If it were going to be the case I think we would have seen it by now." The talks, bulking at Israel's insistence on shifting the negotiations to the Middle East, hesitated before attending the procedural session with Israel on Sunday.

Baker said the United States and the Soviet Union might step in and make the venue decision in the event of a long delay. U.S. officials said privately Washington was a possible choice.

After the Israeli-Palestinian talks, the participants shook hands for photographs, and the chief Israeli delegate, Elishak Rabinowitz, referred to his Arab counterparts as "my friends here."

At one point he answered a question both in Arabic, with the word "Inshallah," and in Hebrew, with the words "Echad Hashem" — both meaning "God willing."

The participants mingled in the hallways outside the meeting room during breaks, drinking coffee together and chatting. Israeli delegate Shimon Peres and Palestinian Elias Freij, the mayor of Bethlehem, said there were many light moments.

Poll: Most Americans favor physician-assisted suicide

BOSTON (AP) — A new poll suggests that most Americans favor physician-assisted suicide and euthanasia for terminally ill patients who request it.

The poll by The Boston Globe and the Harvard School of Public Health indicates that public sentiment on euthanasia hasn't been swayed by warnings from religious leaders and medical groups that it could lead to abuses.

The poll, published Sunday, shows that 64 percent of those questioned favor physician-assisted suicide.

"People are trying to tell us something," said Dr. Marica Angell, executive editor of the Harvard School of Public Health, who helped design the poll.

But others argued that Americans haven't considered the implications of euthanasia.

"They're captured by the argument of self-determination and have begun to think about what are the implications for the medical profession or the potential for abuses," said Daniel Callahan, who directs the Belfer Center, an institute of medical ethics.

The American Medical Association still opposes lifting its traditional opposition to physician-assisted suicide and euthanasia.

"I don't think the profession will move" from this position, said Dr. M. Roy Schwartz, the AMA's senior vice president of medical education and science. "Maybe in five or 10 years, but not soon."

Washington state residents are to vote Tuesday on a ballot question that would make it legal for doctors to help a consenting patient die. Thirty-one states have laws against physician-assisted suicides.

Church teachings against suicide had little impact on those polled.

Among Roman Catholics, 71 percent said they would vote against the Washington initiative if it were on the ballot in their state, as would 69 percent of Jews and 49 percent of born-again Christians.

The survey also shows nearly nine out of 10 people favor withdrawing or suspending treatment from terminally ill patients if they have requested it in a living will.

Witnesses tell of Iowa killings

IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) — A former student who went on a shooting rampage at the University of Iowa left a professor injured in a meeting room but returned a few minutes later and killed him, a witness said Sunday.

Paul Hansen, a research scientist in the physics and astronomy department, said professors were 10 to 15 minutes into their weekly Tuesday-Friday session when Gang Lu stood up and shot three people.

Hansen said Lu left the room at Van Allen Hall but returned to finish off the injured man, associate professor Robert Alan Smith.

"I assumed he just wanted to be sure they were dead," Hansen told The Associated Press.

Five of the people killed were shot in Van Allen Hall but one man turned to finish off the injured man, associate professor Robert Alan Smith.

"I assumed he just wanted to be sure they were dead," Hansen told The Associated Press.

Four of the five people killed were shot in Van Allen Hall but one man turned to finish off the injured man, associate professor Robert Alan Smith.
Sununu says he knew of no contact between Rogers and a BCCI figure

WASHINGTON (AP) — White House Chief of Staff John Sununu said Sunday he would have advised his former aide, Edward Rogers Jr., against working for a prominent figure in the Bank of Credit and Commerce International scandal.

"I would have said absolutely that I thought it would have been the wrong thing for him to do," Sununu said on CBS-TV's "Face the Nation."

Rogers did not seek his advice, he said. Rogers, formerly Sununu's top personal aide as well as White House political director, left the White House in August. Less than a month later, he signed a $600,000 contract to give legal advice to Sheikh Kamal Adham, a former Saudi intelligence officer who is being investigated for allegedly helping BCCI illegally obtain $930.642.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — The University of Pennsylvania has returned almost $1 million in federal research funds that the government says the university misspent mainly on alumni fund-raising activities.

The school sent the govern- ment a check for $930,642 last week after reaching an agree- ment with the Department of Health and Human Services, said Selimo Rael, vice president for Finance. Rael told The Philadelphia In- quiry Friday that the problem, stemming from "simple over- sight on our part," would not be repealed.

University guidelines permit federal research funds to cover overhead, including the costs of utilities, library resources and other items indirectly related to research. But government auditors found that the university had improperly included in its indi- rect costs $782,531 for alumni fund-raising activities, including parties and promotional brochures. Also improperly charged was $98,891 for the university's chaplaincy, $11,275 for public relations and $22,713 for enter- tainment.

Another $5,312 spent on maintaining the university's art collection and on floral ar- rangements for the university- owned home of President Sheldon Hackney was dis- allowed. The agreement followed a four-month audit of 14 universi- ties across the country.

However, the latest issue of Newsweek magazine quotes un- named senior administration of- ficials and congressional sources as saying that "questions remain concerning Sununu's connections to BCCI."

Sununu said White House counsel C. Boyden Gray and the Justice Department had "made it clear that there is absolutely no wrongdoing by Mr. Rogers, before or after he left the White House, or by anyone at any time in the White House on the BCCI situation."

The White House chief of staff denounced the Newsweek article as "irresponsible, reckless and malicious, and wrong."

When asked whether he thought a special prosecutor should be appointed to investig- ate, Sununu said, "We have left everything in the hands of the Justice Department."
ND Cheerleaders lead the "Lou" cheer at Friday night's Pep Rally. Former Irish cheerleaders were on campus this past weekend for reunion activities.

"Tailgating" was the theme of the Zahm-Howard homecoming day float.

Bill Abbott and Laura Curtiss of the ND Law Review warm-up with some hot chocolate at a concession stand before Saturday's game.

ND Senior Pat Brennan of St. Ed's stands atop his dorm's float, "Mr. & Mrs. Notre Dame," during Friday's Homecoming Parade.

The Alumni-BP homecoming float cruises down ND Ave. Friday. The theme of the float was ND's sesquicentennial celebration.
**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

**Americans spend their lives at jobs they hate**

**Dear Editor:**

America's a funny place. I began to realize that last year in the Innsbruck program. It really began to sink in when I returned.

One of the many funny things about America, one strikes me as the funniest. Americans love work. And they love to have work. Nothing makes an American happier than hating work.

Take the engineer on campus. I was one for the first semester of my freshman year just like everyone else. You know what I was most proud of? I was proud because I sat in my room staring at books longer than those lovely "Arts and Parties" majors. That gave me a real rush. Yippie.

And why are we proud to be at ND? Don't deny having scoffed at your friends at State College for working less than you on schoolwork. ND's workload is a true pain in the ass, which naturally means ND students receive a better education.

Americans love hating work so much that they'd gladly ignore their spouse and kids to spend as much time as possible hating work. And the time they do have with their families they spend discussing which spouse hates their work more.

We'll pay others to raise our kids for us, which they hate, so we can spend even more time hating our work. And for leisure, we all get drunk to forget work because we hate it so much. But if we didn't hate work so much, we'd have no reason to get drunk, so we're sure glad that we hate work.

It doesn't matter if you like the work you do, the point is to do so much of it that you hate it. Otherwise, you're obviously not doing enough, and should feel guilty about it. You see, the only way to escape this guilt is to work until you're miserable, thereby attaining happiness.

Push yourself... Think about it. Who wants to push themselves? You might knock yourself down.

**Tim Probst**

Off-campus

Oct. 27, 1991

---

**Students should protest use of pro-choice Core book**

**Dear Editor:**

As a sophomore in the College of Arts and Letters, I was very disappointed by the selection of one of the Core Department, Lester Brown's "State of the World 1991." I can appreciate a book whose goal is increased awareness and concern for the environment provided that it is accurate and does not distort the value of human life.

Although Brown's work indicates a sincere concern for the environment, it also reveals a growing disregard for human life conveyed through misinformation and Orwellian doublespeak.

I speak primarily of the chapter entitled "Coming to Grips with Abortion." This chapter is replete with faulty reasoning and blatant inaccuracies. For instance, it places viability of the unborn at six months, when in fact they have successfully survived at four.

**DOODNESSY**

**American happier than hating work.** Americans love hating work so much that they'd gladly ignore their spouse and kids to spend as much time as possible hating work. And the time they do have with their families they spend discussing which spouse hates their work more.

**GARRY TRUDERU**

**QUOTE OF THE DAY**

"To find that others need you, therein lies the danger of arrogance."

---

**I. B. Miquiasab**

Break on through and submit: QUOTES, P.O. Box Q, ND, IN 46556
Tickets wrongly confiscated but not returned to ND student

Dear Editor:

On October 26th, before the USC game, my tickets were not returned to me by personnel because I didn't show my I.D. card. Although upset about missing the game, I considered this a misunderstanding and went to the athletic department to find out what had happened and what they intended to do to return my tickets. I was rudely told that "you students think the University is your personal property. We call a person's age in months, but we don't care if you're 19 or 65." I was then told that my tickets were "a lost cause" and the University would not return them to me.

Paul could have been praying for an end of sexual desire. God did not remove that thorn, lest the grace of the Lord be his strength in human weakness. Does not the tradition of the church and spirit of the Gospels command more charity than juridical necessity in human life? What is really being said when homosexuals are called "disordered?" All of us are sinners. The prayer of the publican is more appropriate for us than the thunderings of the morally self-righteous. Hence I would ask all Catholics to observe what happens to the piety of worshippers, all of whom have their "thorns of the flesh," when the piety of the leaders is demonizing the "thorns" of the others who are trying to love their dearest to be decent persons, all of whom God understands in the depth of their hearts, all of whom God loves in their weaknesses, all of whom we should love in their weaknesses, in our weaknesses.

The church prospers (the American Catholic church is far from being in a "rigid" situation) only when the piety of worshippers, all of whom have their "thorns of the flesh," when the piety of the leaders is demonizing the "thorns" of the others who are trying to love their dearest to be decent persons, all of whom God understands in the depth of their hearts, all of whom God loves in their weaknesses, all of whom we should love in their weaknesses, in our weaknesses.

The church prospers (the American Catholic church is far from being in a "rigid" situation) only when the piety of worshippers, all of whom have their "thorns of the flesh," when the piety of the leaders is demonizing the "thorns" of the others who are trying to love their dearest to be decent persons, all of whom God understands in the depth of their hearts, all of whom God loves in their weaknesses, all of whom we should love in their weaknesses, in our weaknesses.

The church prospers (the American Catholic church is far from being in a "rigid" situation) only when the piety of worshippers, all of whom have their "thorns of the flesh," when the piety of the leaders is demonizing the "thorns" of the others who are trying to love their dearest to be decent persons, all of whom God understands in the depth of their hearts, all of whom God loves in their weaknesses, all of whom we should love in their weaknesses, in our weaknesses.

Robert W. Sheffern
Graduate Student

Abortion protest accomplishes goals

Dear Editor:

On October 6, a Life Chain, a legal, positive, nation-wide demonstration for Life was held by the area's Right to Life organization, the St. Joseph County Right to Life, South Bend edition, in the area holding Life Chains, with 771,000 participants across the country. The South Bend Tribune Oct. 7 reported that 5,000 area pro-lifers put part locally. Because of this was a Christian reaffirmation of life, demonstrations mostly stood in a cross formation.

Early on, it was recognized that when the CHAIN — the cross — reached the Notre Dame property along U.S. 31, there would be few places for participants to part. A solution was suggested. Perhaps the Notre Dame student could be asked to walk from their dorms to stand on 31 for the one hour protecting their own property. How appropriate it all seemed to be asking the Congregation of the Holy Cross to extend the cross in the Life Chain.

President Father Malloy was waiting for Father Black to arrive and ask for help, many of the rectors of the Halls were also made aware of the problem; the Right to Life groups on the ND campus as well as the chapter at Saint Mary's put up posters and Co-Presidents Julie Hennig and Esha Schioldt had letters in the South Bend Tribune for students to take part. A half page ad was also placed in The Observer in case someone might have missed the call for help.

Signs of non-cooperation appeared on the Saint Mary's campus as the signs that said: "Stand Up for Life" in case someone might have missed the call for help. Signs of non-cooperation appeared on the Saint Mary's campus as the signs that said: "Stand Up for Life" in case someone might have missed the call for help. Signs of non-cooperation appeared on the Saint Mary's campus as the signs that said: "Stand Up for Life" in case someone might have missed the call for help.

At 2:00 to 3:00 on the Sunday afternoon of Oct. 6, twenty five Notre Dame students stood on the Life Chain. Across the highway twelve Saint Mary's students represented their school. A fierce wind and a driving rain did not deter these two small bands whose signs, "Jesus Forcive and Heals" and "Abortion Kills Children" — the signs that were carried in 373 U.S. cities and 100 Canadian cities — were buffeted in squall-like weather here in South Bend.

I am exceedingly proud of these two small bands of students led by their own peers, and to Mike Sheliga and Jeff Turner who served as Life Chain captains. They truly stood their ground.

The Life Chain here in South Bend was primarily manned not by Catholics, but by those parishioners from the Evangelical Lutheran (there are 27) local Catholic churches were previously assigned places on the line, proving that most of us pro-life Catholics have known for nineteen years: that even though the Holy Father and the National Council of Catholic Bishops say that abortion is the primary moral problem in the country today, few Catholics act on it. If seldom if ever in most churches the subject comes up, 4,500 children are destroyed daily and most Catholics continue to be "Good Germans" and look the other way as happened in the Holocaust.

The South Bend Tribune article of Oct. 7 reported that there were "large gaps in the chain" from Angela Blvd. on. Did that mean, someone asked, that the chain — the cross — was broken?

The cross was not broken: the chain was intact. The 28 million aborted children stand with an unbroken Life Chain along with the twenty-five Notre Dame students and twelve Saint Mary's students.

Virginia Black
LIFE CHAIN Coordinator
Oct. 7, 1991

Catholics should not claim moral superiority over homosexuals

Dear Editor:

In the last few weeks the editorial page of The Observer has been filled with letters addressing the issue of the acceptance of homosexuals in this campus. This issue is related to views on the Catholic church. Frequently, we see articles denouncing the indifference of the institution to papal teaching, or letters demanding the ordination of homosexuals.

While attending masses at Sacred Heart Church the last few weeks, I realized at some moment just how foolish we are both the ecclesiological right and left. Prof. Rice, for instance, who argued in today's Observer for greater deference to the pope (lest "an activity that is not "legitimized" so how has society survived the onslaught of the homosexuals all these centuries, Professor?), should really serve his anxiety for weightier issues.

As Catholics we believe that life begins at conception. It is our fundamental belief that God gives consciousness and a soul to individuals when they are conceived. It is at this time that the individual is born.

Yet society has mistakenly considered this a misunderstanding of God's will. We call a person's age in months, but we don't care if you're 19 or 65. Yet as Catholics we should be on the forefront of getting society to equate birth with moral conception, not delivery. We can do this by having all Catholic hospitals list a person's age at delivery as being the number of months since conception. Nine months is most cases. Also we should push our legislature to pass laws requiring burial services for individuals that the mothers with "unwanted" will stop for you hope that we can eliminate abortion, but at the same time maintain the rights of a woman to choose.

Catholics should not claim moral superiority over homosexuals.
Excitement, creativity, initiative—we are beginning to appreciate and even demand these in children and women who face our children from the front of the classrooms each morning.

The call for good teachers in the inner city continues, year after year, continuously by people who work both inside and outside the education system. A good teacher is a person we respect, a person of strength, and a potential hero.

Teach for America, a national program some have joined is to be found in the classrooms of this country is raised every year. The rural areas plagued by drastic different problems at the major behavior problems of children represented gangs, violence, and drugs in the city.

Wendy Kopp, who proposed the Teach for America is a kindergartner to her students and let them know she cares while still being a harsh teacher. They want attention so they that they long for the environment the classroom provides. One day, a third grader fought to get back into the classroom out of which he had been thrown to deal with discipline. His punishment was to go home. He did everything in his power to stay in school.

The language for structure often translates into a longing for learning, explains Michelle, who is amazed at how quickly they are progressing at grade level. She says they already learned the earliest lessons of life very young because the barriers are in which they live. For many children, a sad future is predicted by the age of five. Not to yield to those sometimes overwhelming challenges is a test of the teachers' preparedness for the job.

The situation in Houston is far from hopeless. When asked if the youngsters might escape their present homelands, Michelle responds that not only good educators, but also pivotal family and world events will have some influence ultimately on what she has encountered there.

Even in kindergarten, the children in her area are hardened and docile, Many come from homes where corporal punishment is normal; Michelle has been asked by parents to use this form of punishment; her superiors have trouble with this practice.

In Los Angeles, Michelle and the 750 other graduates from schools nationwide worked as teachers by day and students by night and "were fed a lot of idealism." After the plunge into the city of Houston, Michelle accepts the fact that nothing could have prepared her for what she had encountered there.

In kindergarten, the children in her area are hardened and docile, Many come from homes where corporal punishment is normal, and Michelle has been asked by parents to use this form of punishment, her superiors have trouble with this practice. In Los Angeles, Michelle and the 750 other graduates from schools nationwide worked as teachers by day and students by night and "were fed a lot of idealism." After the plunge into the city of Houston, Michelle accepts the fact that nothing could have prepared her for what she had encountered there.
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Falcons soar over San Fran with second TD catch; Bear win

(API)—Sure, the Washington Redskins东路9 000— but little back to be the only undefeated team in the NFL, and the Redbirds had plenty of the Dallas Cowboys东路9 000.

Falcons 17, 49ers 14

Mike Plank missed a jump ball among eight players in the end zone with one second left and came down with a 44-yard TD catch that lifted Atlanta over San Francisco. Bengals 23, Browns 21

Cincinnati won its first game, holding on at home in the final minutes to beat its cross-state rival.

Saints 24, Rams 17

Steve Walsh, starting in place of injured Bobby Hebert, passed for two touchdowns as New Orleans bounced back from its 52-45 Amy Golzy put UCF up 2-0 with a redshirt freshman and former high school All-American Kelly Luchey. Then, they put the game out of reach at 71-41 on a shot which beat Irish goalkeeper Michelle Loddy for eight yards out.

Central Florida was set up by a Kochmar cross which was put in by Karen Kopf at 19.55. The favor of the game was very motivated, and to lose her hurt, said Petruzelli. "In the future we will be more careful as a learning experience. We will be in this situation again—there's no doubt about that.”

Yesterday against Florida International, the Irish were unable to come out with a win as they were outmatched by the Golden Panthers 1-0 in overtime. The first half was even played, as shots were 6-5 in favor of Florida International.

The Golden Panthers got on the board first when Delia Delhia scored off a corner kick at 28:02 when she beat Locadia to her left. The Irish responded two minutes later when Power passed the ball out to Susie Zilvits on the wing. Zilvits then took a shot which beat Locadia and put a cross just underneath the crossbar.

Both teams had their chances to score in the second half, the best of which came when Harwig hit Porter with a pass and Porter’s shot hit the crossbar.

ALL WANTED

MISSING

WANTED: LEATHER JACKET AT SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT. FEMALE STUDENT NEEDED TO PICK UP AT 3:30 AND CARE

WOMAN

WANTED

ALASKA SUMMER

EMPLOYMENT Earns $10,000-

6-month transportation/Room & Board! опыт

Oppy, and is responsible for almost all the experience necessary. MALE OR FEMALE. For employment program call Student Employment Services at 321-545-1515 ext. 1515.

WANTED: FEMALE STUDENT FOR BREAKS TRIPS. FEMALE STUDENT NEEDED TO PICK UP AT 3:30 AND CARE

UNIVERSAL

EMPLOYMENT Earns $10,000-

6-month transportation/Room & Board! опыт

Oppy, and is responsible for almost all the experience necessary. MALE OR FEMALE. For employment program call Student Employment Services at 321-545-1515 ext. 1515.

FUNDRAISER: We are looking for a student to work as a fundraiser. This would maybe want to $500-$1500 a month, a varying project on campus. Must be organized and able to work with Mary Beth at 592-2121.

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS

From San Francisco to San Diego. They not only win, they win it big. 1991 The Observer page 13
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Middies
continued from page 20

Aaron Taylor to prance 20 yards, but television replays showed that he was dead as the official claimed he was. But television replays showed that he was dead as the official claimed he was. After the game, Holtz representative Larry Gunning. "We respect Notre Dame to the nth degree, and out most proud match up would be Notre Dame and the Florida State-Miami winner. I think that game would have national championship implications." Though Holtz maintained that the Irish are a bowl team, he refuses to look ahead, citing that, "Our attitude has to be let's take care of the task at hand and then go from there."
Irish hockey opener delayed by power outage

BY ANTHONY KING
Assistant Sports Editor

The hockey game between the Blugolds of Wisconsin-Fau Claire and Notre Dame was postponed due to a power failure that occurred early in the game. The Blugolds were leading 1-0 when the power went out for the first time.

The game was completely canceled. The home opener for the Irish started out as an excellent contest. Brent Whiteside scored the first goal for Notre Dame in the first period, but the power went out for a second time, leaving a packed house disoriented. The decision was made about 20 minutes later to cancel the game.

Unfortunately, the top finisher this weekend was the Irish's baffling performance. Freshman Eva Flood continued her outstanding 1991 campaign by leading the Irish as she has in all but one of Notre Dame's five meets. Notre Dame's senior leader, Diana Bradley, finished 5th in the conference while Jensen, who finished first for the Irish last week, had his score up at 60.

The Blugolds stifled the power play goal with 25 seconds left in the first period. Brent Whiteside broke the shot past Irish goalie Brent Litchard. But only 15 seconds later, the power went off for the first time. The teams went into the locker rooms shortly before power was restored. The power went out for good in the second period, leaving a packed house disoriented. The decision was made about 20 minutes later to cancel the game.

Our objective of this course is to expose women to basic self-defense techniques as used in real-life crisis situations. Basic karate, judo, and wrestling will be introduced as well as strategies for avoiding dangerous situations and dealing with threatening circumstances. Class meets 12 times on Monday and Wednesday nights from 7 to 8:15 p.m.

**SPORTS BRIEFS**

**Sports briefs** are accepted in writing, Sunday through Thursday until 5:00 p.m. at The Observer on the 3rd floor of LaFortune. Please write your brief, the days it is to be run, and your name and number.

**Recports sponsored yoga classes begin tonight in room 114 of the Loftus Center. The classes run from 6:30-8 p.m. and will be held on six consecutive Monday evenings. There is a $15 fee. Pre-registration and pre-payment is required. Sign up in the Recports office in the J.A.C.C.**

**Rowing Club** Attention all rowing members, there will be a meeting this Wednesday. See Sean, Census, or Pete for details. Members are also reminded of their erg-a-thon obligation.

**A women's safety and self-defense course, beginning Wednesday, November 6 is being offered by Recports. The objective of this course is to expose women to basic self-defense techniques as used in real-life crisis situations. Basic karate, judo, and wrestling will be introduced as well as strategies for avoiding dangerous situations and dealing with threatening circumstances. Class meets 12 times on Monday and Wednesday nights from 7 to 8:15 p.m.**

**NIGHT OF THE ASSASSINS**

Somewhere a child lies crying
Somewhere an old man shivers in the dark
Somewhere a family's dreams burn to the ground

Please support your local chapter.

American Red Cross

Because somewhere is closer than you think.
Saint Mary's volleyball finishes with loss

Lorton leads Belles in second year of Division III play

By CHRIS BACON

Sports Writer

This college football season with a five-game loss to Hillsdale College Thursday night, 15-12-5-9-8, 5-11-15.

The Belles came out enthusiastically in the first game, but the Hillsdale service was too strong for the Belles and the Belles team could not pass well off of it. We were 6-6.

"It was a good game for us because we got to see what kind of offensive was good and our passing wasn't," said Saint Mary's volleyball coach Julie Schroeder-Biek.

The Belles momentum maintained into the second and third games, as the team's passing quickly came together. Saint Mary's took advantage of Hillsdale's exposed middle.

"We were in control of game three," said Schroeder-Biek.

Hillsdale went on to win the match.

"The key to our loss was the fourth game. We had six or seven passing errors in a row. It turned us around and we lost the momentum. We couldn't dig ourselves out of it and they were a good team," explained junior captain Karen Lorton.

"Every game you do is set up with a pass. We just couldn't do it," said Schroeder-Biek. The Belles were not only because we had a passing breakdown. When our passing breaks down, we lose.

Lorton led the Belles with 17 kills, 17 digs, 15 blocks and 10 points. Sophomore setter Michelle Martino led with 38 assists and 15 points while sophomore left blocker Kim Branstetter added eight kills, 22 digs and 10 points. Mary Wheeler, sophomore middle hitter, tallied eight kills and eight blocks.

Although the team's season record does not reflect success, there is one shining star on the team. Captain Lorton, the middle hitter from South Bend, led the Belles in most categories. Lorton is third in the nation for kills and setting, earned the Midwest All-American and was named to the All-American second team.

But Lorton is more modest about her performance. Lorton focuses more on her weaknesses than on her strengths.

"As far as my game goes, I'm fairly happy. But I'm not happy with my consistency. I had poor blocking last year, so I worked hard on that. Same with my kills and setting," explained Lorton. "But I'm not consistent with those. One game I do well on hitting, but the poor blocking I want more consistency.

Lorton said she looks forward to the spring tournaments because the team will get a chance to play against stronger teams than they did last spring. According to Lorton, it is the stronger teams that make her and the Belles a stronger team.

"My game will be better because our competition will be better," said Lorton.

Although Lorton was recognized by Division I schools, she is very pleased with her decision to play at the Division III level.

"In my senior year, a lot of coaches saw me and wanted me to play Division I. I was so excited, but I realized I wasn't ready to put that much time into it. Saint Mary's was the compromise that I really wanted to go here and the competition in Division III is great."

Overall, Schroeder-Biek is pleased with the team's season. Although she originally expected more out of her first season with Saint Mary's, she reflects her satisfaction with the young team's performance in a new, upgraded division.

"Originally, I was expecting a better season. But I'm happy when I think about how we played, our schedules. We played nationally-ranked teams. We could have beaten them if we used our middle hitters, like Karen, more. We made errors we shouldn't have made," explained Schroeder-Biek.

"I expect a lot out of the girls next year. We had only three starters back from last year. But there's a lot of talent. They now are adjusted to each others' playing styles and a new coach.

Overall, the team hit at a poor 10 percent for the season. But the team averaged 7.16 kills per game, 9.09 assists per game, 38 percent, 90 percent service ace per game, 12.54 digs per game and the Belles led the nation with 5.58 blocks per game.

Underdogs Nevada, Northwestern prevail on 'hopeless' Saturday

(AP) - This college football season turned the third of Fame for the Hopeless.

There was the second straight victory for once woeful Northwestern against one of the Big Ten conference's traditional heavyweights.

There was the second straight win for often victimized Vanderbilt, who marched into West Point and capitalized on early Army mistakes.

There was 1-6 Utah State, playing like a powerhouse in state and region, who had previously undefeated Fresno State.

But most of all, there was Nevada, which nearly zero-carried its way in NCAA history, ignoring a 49-14 third quarter deficit to defeat Weber State 55-49 with a 41-point turn-around.

Hopeless, indeed.

Northwestern used a 7-yard touchdown pass from Len Williams to Mark Benson with 1:48 to play to defeat Michigan State 16-13. The victory, following last week's triumph over Illinois, gave Northwestern two straight victories for the first time in five years. The Belles are 3-5 for the season, 2-3 in the conference, while Michigan State, co-champions of the Big Ten a year ago, are 1-7 and 1-4 in the conference.

Vanderbilt's Marcus Wilson ran for three TDs and passed another as the Commodores destroyed Army 41-10 and pushed their record to 4-6 after winning just one game a year ago. The Cadets lost fumbles inside their own 30 on their first two possessions and Vandy led 14-0 before the game was four minutes old.

Floundering Utah State, with one win in seven games and playing so poorly that coach Chuck Shelton resigned, to beat Fresno State 20-19 on a 41-yard field goal by Sean Jones with 51 seconds to play. It was the first loss of the season for No. 25 Fresno State and a nice going away gift for Shelton.

Then there was Nevada, trailing 42-14 at halftime and then 49-14 with 12:16 left in the third quarter against Weber State. With nothing to recommend their chances and their No. 1 ranking in Division IA in distinct jeopardy, the Wolf Pack launched a remarkable seven-touchdown comeback to win their ninth straight game.

"After they ran for that third-quarter touchdown to make it 49-14, I thought it would take a miracle," Nevada coach Chris Ault said. "Well, it was a miracle."

Backup quarterback Chris Vargas, playing just over two quarters, completed 22 of 38 passes for 346 yards and two TDs while wide receiver Chris Singleton caught eight passes for 225 yards.

Meanwhile, Bowling Green became the first team to clinch a bowl berth, using a trip to the California Bowl for winning the Mid-American Conference with a 17-7 victory over Miami of Ohio.
Men and swimmers successful in MCC meet, ND Relays

By BRIAN DINEEN
Sports Writer

The Fighting Irish swim team began the Homecoming weekend in winning style Friday.

Both the men’s and women’s teams recorded impressive wins over Midwest Collegiate Conference rivals in the dual meet in the morning and the Notre Dame Relays which took place in the afternoon.

According to Notre Dame head coach Tim Welsh, Friday’s performance was a good chance for the whole team to get lots of racing in.

“We have a big squad, so this was really exciting. Everyone got at least four races in throughout the day—it was a good experience for ourselves,” said Welsh.

Not only was it a good experience, but it showed that the Irish are going to be an MCC force. Because of Friday’s power outages, official computer scores were temporarily lost. The results, however, were quite apparent.

“In head to head competition, we would have won four events” and three men’s meets from what we saw Friday,” said Welsh.

In the ND relays the men lost only one race while the women swept their portion.

Besides the overall team performance, five separate relay records were set on Friday including the 400 meter mens’ and women’s medleys.

Men’s co-captain Jim Birmingham was very pleased with the results of the meet.

“It was a good measurement of our ability—coach gave us the chance to swim different events and get a lot of people in a lot of races,” said Birmingham, who recorded a personal best in winning the 200 meter freestyle.

“We trained real hard all week, we did every event for the meet,” said Becky Wood, a member of the women’s team.

“The meet gave us the chance to see what our depth is like, to see how strong we’ll be. Also, it was a good chance to relax and have a good time—that’s always important,” said Wood, a member of the winning 200 medley and 400 IM relays.

The meets were a good chance for MCC foes to evaluate each other in a kind of pre-season. According to Welsh, the Irish can expect heavy competition from Butler, Xavier, and Evansville on both the men’s and women’s side.

Furthermore, he sees Loyola as most improved in the conference.

Notre Dame next faces Western Ontario this Friday in Bowden’s Aquatic Center.

“The MCC meet was a great opportunity to get everyone used to the meet format,” said Roger Rand, a member of the men’s team. Based on the success of the Irish Friday, they can start getting used to a lot of attention.

Irish trail Michigan by 19 in total wins

BY ANTHONY KING AND RICH SZABO
Sports Writers

Saturday’s 38-0 victory over Navy marked the 700th football win for Notre Dame, a milestone achieved by only one other team, Michigan, which has 719 victories, but has played nine more seasons of football overall. In their 103rd season of football, the Irish have a total record of 700-207-40.

“I meant to give a game ball to the University and I forgot. It is a monumental step, a big occasion for us,” said Notre Dame coach Lou Holtz. “The main thing I’m concerned about right now is getting 701.”

***

With his three touchdown passes against Navy, Irish quarterback Rick Mirer broke the single-season record for touchdowns, giving him 17 for the season, with three more games left to play. The previous record of 16 was shared by Bob Williams (1949), John Huarte (1964) and Joe Theismann (1970).

Linebacker John Covington suffered a mildly sprain for the remainder by the coaching staff. Updating some other Irish injuries, offensive tackle Justin Hall (broken toe vs. USC) should return to practice Monday, safety Greg Davis (knee ligaments vs. Stanford) and defensive tackle Bryant Young (cracked ankle bone vs. Air Force) will most likely be back for either the Tennessee or Penn State games.

Lou Holtz believes that his team now is a bowl team.

“I do think that today enabled us to be a bowl team. I think we’ll go to a bowl. But, we’re not near the bowl we want to be in. What I meant by the bowl we want to be in, is the opponent we would like to play. I don’t care if it’s the Tidewater Bowl of Flushing, New York,” said Holtz.

***

Tony Smith had a career best receiving game, catching six passes for 100 yards. Smith caught the touchdown that broke the record for Mirer, and made a spectacular grab on a tipped ball. Lake Dawson made it two straight games with an aero-batic catch. This time Dawson went up over Navy defensive back Chris Hart for a lofty Mirer pass, and came down with pigskin and a 48-yard gain for the Irish.

We’d like to suggest that you give your computer the same careful consideration that you give your maps.

More, actually.

Men at all, especially those who own a couple of thousand dollars to spend might see the import of keeping in mind that the longhorns that rook your time for freshman English may soon be a bit lightweight when you're knee-deep in statistics. Or engineering equations. Or research papers.

Which may explain why more and more your NeXTstation are moving not only into teaching labs but into dorm rooms as well.

With a minimum of 8 MB of memory and 100 MB of hard disk storage, you’ll be hard pressed to come up short of memory for all your accumulated knowledge.

And with a Macintosh computer that clocks just a bit fast on a 68000 processor, and a check for at least 35 MIPS, you won’t find your NeXTstation slowing down at the precise moment you walk into your workplace.

What’s more, it won’t take four years to learn to use one. Don’t be surprised if you put your NeXTstation to work first and read the instruction manual later.

Just don’t be misled by our simplicity. Believe that comfortably intuitive graphical user interface conceals the fact of UNIX, the operating system of choice among scientists, researchers, and business processors.

Unlike personal computer operating systems, like MS-DOS, with UNIX you can print a term paper, evaluate a complex spreadsheet, and graph your heart rate before you even get the manual later.

In fact, your NeXTstation can work effortlessly among any of over 100 UNIX applications. Revolutionary applications like Xerox® Impress, Adobe® Illustrator, Works® Howl®, and pWord®.

Software you can put to work on your school’s network and your school’s network and your school’s network... and your school’s network...

So visit your local campus computer retailer for a NeXTstation demonstration. And get an idea just how exciting the next four years are going to be.
Flanner, Zahm survive first round

By GEORGE DORRMANN
Sports Writer

Flanner cruised to a 8-0 victory over Off-Campus at St. John's Field Sunday in the first round of the men's Interhall football playoffs.

The game's only score came on a 35-yard reverse by receiver Mike Thompson in the second quarter. Quarterback Mike D'Mattoz found his other receiver, Scott McCarthy, for the two point conversion.

The Flanner defense did the rest by never allowing Off-Campus inside their 40 yard line and collecting five sacks. Flanner's defensive line, composed of freshmen and senior Mike D'Mattoz, continually barred an experienced Off-Campus offense.

The victory capped a week of practice which Father William Seeth, Flanner rector and coach Seeth called, "The best we have had all year."

Flanner faces Perugian division champion Keenan next Sunday in the second round of playoff action.

Zahm 14, Fisher 6

The Zahm offense used pinpoint passing by Chris Hammond and strong running by Matt Song to keep Fisher guessing in its 14-6 playoff victory.

Song struck first for Zahm on a 10-yard run, which was set up after an interception at the Fisher 15-yard line. Both teams combined for nine first half penalties to withhold any offensive threats.

At the start of the second half, Zahm's defense forced Fisher to punt, giving the Moose offense superb field position near midfield. Hammond, taking advantage of the filed position, found receiver Rick Blos open down field for a 45-yard gain to the Fisher seven yard line.

After two runs for a short gain, Hammond rolled to his right and threw a perfect pass to receiver Peter Court for the team's final score.

"Both Matt and Chris played well," said Zahm coach Kevin Casey. "Peter Court also made some key receptions."

Zahm faces Carroll next Sunday. The Vermin are the only undefeated team in interhall play, but Casey feels no pressure to his team strategies against a tough Carroll squad.

"We'll stick to the same things that have worked before," said Casey. "What we have been doing has been successful, especially in the past few weeks."

Men's x-country takes MCC crown

By JENNIFER MARTEN
Sports Writer

Picture this: 30 degrees with 25 mph winds out of the southwest in addition to snow flurries. Perfect weather for a football game, but how about a five mile cross country race?

For the Notre Dame men's cross country team, the weather was a challenge this weekend at the Midwestern Collegiate Conference Championships in Chicago, but not quite as challenging as the tough Loyola squad which they edged out by one point.

The All-American tandem of John Coyle and sophomore Mike McWilliams worked their special brand of cross country magic again this weekend, except with different results.

This time, McWilliams came away with the individual championship with a time of 25:49. All the pieces fell into place for the junior at the championships.

"He made a commitment to running the way he is capable of running and it paid off," said Piane of Burke's performance.

Burke ran a solid race and finished in fourth place with a time of 25:49. All the pieces fell into place for the junior at the championships.

"I have put in a lot of work all season long and everything just paid off," said Burke. "I was able to run five whole miles rather than three whole miles in a five mile race."

Freshmen John Cowan and Nate Ruder turned in impressive performances despite the weather and finished 10th and 11th, respectively.

"The weather conditions certainly have to be taken into consideration. Everyone's performance was dependent on how they ran in the weather," said Cowan. The weather was quite mudding especially since the team ran in shorts with no running tights.

The rest of the team all finished in the top 25 with junior Nick Dewit in 13th place, seniors Mike Drake in 15th place, Kevin Keegan in 17th place, and Shawn Schneider in 22nd place, and freshman J. R. Moloto in 25th place.

Loyola ran an excellent race as a team and came very close to beating the Irish. Westphal hung back with his team as long as he could to keep his teammates on the pace. The strategy was successful in that the Bulldogs finished fifth in a row behind Burke to claim fifth through ninth places and help their point total.

"Westphal ran differently than he's run before. He tried to keep the group together and then with a mile and a half left he tried to catch Coyle and McWilliams," said Piane. "He did what he needed to get a victory for them."

Pack running has been a strategy of the Irish for a long time and it was interesting to see the table turned.

"Loyola ran the way we should have run," said Cowan referring to an early splitting of the Irish pack.

"Westphal really pulled them (Loyola) through," added Ruder. "They followed him like a flock of sheep."

The meet was the last meet for the Irish before the District meet at Indiana University in two weeks. Notre Dame should be ready for the meet based on this weekend's performances and with senior captain Pat Kearns back in the lineup.
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I. MEN'S X-COUNTRY TAKES MCC CROWN

By JENNIFER MARTEN
Sports Writer

Picture this: 30 degrees with 25 mph winds out of the southwest in addition to snow flurries. Perfect weather for a football game, but how about a five mile cross country race?

For the Notre Dame men's cross country team, the weather was a challenge this weekend at the Midwestern Collegiate Conference Championships in Chicago, but not quite as challenging as the tough Loyola squad which they edged out by one point.

The All-American tandem of John Coyle and sophomore Mike McWilliams worked their special brand of cross country magic again this weekend, except with different results.

This time, McWilliams came away with the individual championship with a time of 25:49. All the pieces fell into place for the junior at the championships.

"He made a commitment to running the way he is capable of running and it paid off," said Piane of Burke's performance.

Burke ran a solid race and finished in fourth place with a time of 25:49. All the pieces fell into place for the junior at the championships.

"I have put in a lot of work all season long and everything just paid off," said Burke. "I was able to run five whole miles rather than three whole miles in a five mile race."

Freshmen John Cowan and Nate Ruder turned in impressive performances despite the weather and finished 10th and 11th, respectively.

"The weather conditions certainly have to be taken into consideration. Everyone's performance was dependent on how they ran in the weather," said Cowan. The weather was quite mudding especially since the team ran in shorts with no running tights.

The rest of the team all finished in the top 25 with junior Nick Dewit in 13th place, seniors Mike Drake in 15th place, Kevin Keegan in 17th place, and Shawn Schneider in 22nd place, and freshman J. R. Moloto in 25th place.

Loyola ran an excellent race as a team and came very close to beating the Irish. Westphal hung back with his team as long as he could to keep his teammates on the pace. The strategy was successful in that the Bulldogs finished fifth in a row behind Burke to claim fifth through ninth places and help their point total.

"Westphal ran differently than he's run before. He tried to keep the group together and then with a mile and a half left he tried to catch Coyle and McWilliams," said Piane. "He did what he needed to get a victory for them."

Pack running has been a strategy of the Irish for a long time and it was interesting to see the table turned.

"Loyola ran the way we should have run," said Cowan referring to an early splitting of the Irish pack.

"Westphal really pulled them (Loyola) through," added Ruder. "They followed him like a flock of sheep."

The meet was the last meet for the Irish before the District meet at Indiana University in two weeks. Notre Dame should be ready for the meet based on this weekend's performances and with senior captain Pat Kearns back in the lineup.
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II. KENTUCKY

continued from page 20

Sunday's win completed an 11-2 regular season for the Irish, a complete turnaround from last year's 4-11-3 mark.

"It's very rewarding to completely reverse our record," Berticelli said, "but the players deserve the credit because they are the ones who ultimately have to go out on the field and win the games."

There are still some games that remain to be won, however, as the Midwestern Collegiate Conference tournament opens Thursday in Indianapolis.

Notre Dame tied for second in the MCC with Loyola during the season, but because of a season-opening loss to the Ramblers, they will have to settle for the third seed in the tournament.

The winner of the MCC tournament earns an automatic bid to the NCAA tournament, but Berticelli is not planning to make any changes.

"We won't do anything differently," he explained. "We'll just concentrate on the fundamentals and make sure we go into the tournament doing the basic things well."
Suddenly, Fish and Wildlife agents burst in on Mark Trail's poaching operation.
**Irish passing offense unloads against Navy, 38-0**

**By RICH SZABO**
Sports Writer

The wind was blowing, the temperature was dropping and the football fans were flying as the Irish sank a scratchy Navy team, 38-0 behind the passing of Rick Mirer and a hard but-don't-break defense to record the 700th win in the history of Irish football.

The game-time temperature was dropping and the wind-chill of minus-four, conditions more receptive to a bruising running game, was 27 degrees, with a wind velocity expected to blow the football 10-15 miles per hour.

But Notre Dame's vaunted ground attack was shut down by the Midshipmen, and it was Mirer's arm that pass the way to Notre Dame's first shutout since a 41-0 rout of Navy on November 2, 1990.

"I admired their quarterback (Mike) Knott before the game and I admire him more now. He went out there and did it when he had to," said Navy coach George Chaump.

Navy quarterback Jason Van Matre entered the game with six inches short of the first down and the Irish took it over possession.

Mirer worked his magic against Smith, finding Smith for a 48 yard gain. Four plays later, Craig Heinrich kicked his third field-goal of the season to put the Irish up by ten.

"It was a hard day with the wind and the cold," said Dwayne Finfrock, finished with two catches for 95 yards. "If those people up front would work the ball, but Navy did an excellent job of putting people up front. When we had to throw the football, we were able to execute.

The Irish defense held Navy on two more drives, and with 1:45 remaining in the first half, Mirer led the Irish 62 yards in six plays, hitting Steve Finfrock for a 14 yard gain, followed by two completions to Flanker Ray Griggs totaling 25 yards.

Derek Brown then followed 19 yards, breaking two tackles before being stopped on the Navy nine-yard line. Jerome Carlisle added a yard before being stopped on fourth down.

"(Mike) Knott is obviously the best they have," said Irish coach Jay Hartzell.

"I think the pressure got to us a little bit," said Petreucci commented. "It was the first time we play the ball long, from a good result," second-year coach Mike Boretti commented. "A lot of players rose to the occasion."

Two of the players who rose to the occasion in the second half were Aurelio Prado and Jean Joseph. With the handful of fans that remained cheering overtime and another thirty mintues in the cold, Prado took a pass from Joseph and put the Irish in front to stay with 15:00 remaining.

Four minutes later, Joseph added a goal of his own on an assist from freshman Keith Carlson. With a goal and an assist from the penalty stroke, the Irish up by 38-0, saving two points and breaking the game open.

"(Chuck) Stein was a big help in the penalty point total to 26 despite sitting out the first five games of the season with a leg injury."

"Considering the conditions and the fact that three of our top players didn't play, it was a very conservative Irish offense to the wind."

"I didn't care about the wind. I think without Mirer, without him making the big play, we may have had with them a little," commented Joseph.

"The ball spiraled and tends to move when the ball is in the air, so you have to concentrate a little bit harder on catching the ball."

"We went with an eight man front of Navy that forced Navy to throw the ball long, from a little bit harder on catching the ball, looking it in," commented Lake Dawson on the wind factor.

The Irish receiving corps helped Mirer by catching almost everything thrown way. Split end Tony Smith turned in an excellent performance, snagging six balls for a total of 100 yards, which was a career high for Smith. Flankers Ray Griggs and Lake Dawson each grabbed two passes and tight end Derek Brown had three receptions. Lake Dawson made another outstanding catch on a deep pass and the wind took for a ride. Dawson outleaped Navy defensive back Chris Hart for the ball and came down with the pigskin for a 48 yard gain.

"The guys caught the ball well and ran good passes, including three touchdowns. What was truly amazing about Mirer's performance were the 32 clicks to the Rolex.

Women's tennis clicks at Rolex

Harris takes championship; 4 advance to Round of 16

**By RICH SZABO**
Sports Writer

With the best teams from the region converging on Madison, Wisconsin, for the Rolex Regionals, it was a good time for #11's Terri Vila and Laura Schwab, two of the university tennis team to prove that they can compete with the nation's best. With the success of their singles players throughout the tournament, it is no surprise that the Irish did just that, putting four of their five singles entries into the third round.

For the Irish, Melissa Harris, continuing the stellar play that is sure to be rewarded with a jump in the rankings, captured the championship, and with it the automatic invitation to the National Indoor Championships in Minneapolis next February.

Also, Laura Schwab made it to the semifinals before having the unfortunate task of facing Harris. Christy Faustmann reached the quarterfinals, and

**Irish soccer teams on virge of NCAA berths**

**Men overcome Kentucky in finale**

**By JASON KELLY**
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men's soccer team battled fierce winds and frigid temperatures on the way to a 2-0 win over Kentucky in their regular season finale Sunday afternoon at Alumni Field.

"It was a struggle for the Irish from the beginning. After the services of starters Kenny Meyer, Tim Oates and Tont Richardson, the Irish fell on ten first half shots, while the defense held the Wildcats (10-9) scoreless on just two first half shots.

"Considering the conditions and the fact that three of our top players didn't play, it was a very conservative Irish offense to the wind."

"I think the pressure got to us a little bit," said Petreucci commented. "It was the first time we play the ball long, from a good result," second-year coach Mike Boretti commented. "A lot of players rose to the occasion."

Two of the players who rose to the occasion in the second half were Aurelio Prado and Jean Joseph. With the handful of fans that remained cheering overtime and another thirty mintues in the cold, Prado took a pass from Joseph and put the Irish in front to stay with 15:00 remaining.

Four minutes later, Joseph added a goal of his own on an assist from freshman Keith Carlson. With a goal and an assist from the penalty stroke, the Irish up by 38-0, saving two points and breaking the game open.

"(Chuck) Stein was a big help in the penalty point total to 26 despite sitting out the first five games of the season with a leg injury."

"Considering the conditions and the fact that three of our top players didn't play, it was a very conservative Irish offense to the wind."

"I didn't care about the wind. I think without Mirer, without him making the big play, we may have had with them a little," commented Joseph.

"The ball spiraled and tends to move when the ball is in the air, so you have to concentrate a little bit harder on catching the ball."

"We went with an eight man front of Navy that forced Navy to throw the ball long, from a little bit harder on catching the ball, looking it in," commented Lake Dawson on the wind factor.

The Irish receiving corps helped Mirer by catching almost everything thrown way. Split end Tony Smith turned in an excellent performance, snagging six balls for a total of 100 yards, which was a career high for Smith. Flankers Ray Griggs and Lake Dawson each grabbed two passes and tight end Derek Brown had three receptions. Lake Dawson made another outstanding catch on a deep pass and the wind took for a ride. Dawson outleaped Navy defensive back Chris Hart for the ball and came down with the pigskin for a 48 yard gain.

"The guys caught the ball well and ran good passes, including three touchdowns. What was truly amazing about Mirer's performance were the